SPC/AT Emulator is a multiplatform x86/32 PC emulator.
It is in active development still, and at this moment has the next main features:
    - x86/32 CPU emulation (up to PII/686 CPU);
    - VGA/SVGA with 8/16/32-bit colors support;
    - up to 512Mb RAM and 16Mb VRAM emulation;
    - HDD (ATA/IDE) and CD/DVD (ATAPI) emulation;
    - SoundBlaster 2.01 (8-bit/44Khz mono) with OPL2;
    - PS/2 mouse and keyboard interface emulation;
    - MS-DOS/FreeDOS, Win3.x/9x/NT/2k/XP guests support (and some other);
    - multiplatform emulation core, including dynarec (and GUI);
    - save states support.
	Versions 0.9x are distributed mostly to gain feedback about possible bugs/issues/missing features/etc., before final release (ver. 1.0) will out. So feel free to mail me (author) about them to:  wadimspc@gmail.com (or wait for fixes in the next versions).
_________________________________________________________
	SPC/AT contains it's own Software BIOS emulation (not very developed yet and suitable mostly for DOS applications). Also it can use binary BIOS-es from real PC-compatible computers (not distributed with emulator because of copyrights).
	So to provide generic full-system PC emulation "out of box" it is installed with the next LGPL'ed binary BIOS-es:
	- SeaBIOS 1.6.3 (files "seabios.bin" for 686 PCI systems and "seabios-isa.bin" for 586 ISA). You can obtain source code (under LGPL 3) from it's official site: http://seabios.org (or preconfigured for SPC/AT from emulator site). Version 1.6.3 is a recommended choise at this moment (for using with SPC/AT). Versions 1.7.x seems have some issues with current emulator hardware, so not recommended to use with the emulator (some OS-es can be unstable with them).
	- Plex86/Bochs VGABios 0.7a (file "VGABios-Release.bin"). You can obtain source code (under LGPL 2) from it's official site: http://www.nongnu.org/vgabios. This video BIOS is stable and completly compatible with all OS-es. With some minor exception: Quake1 under DOS don't like it when SVGA support activated. Seems it has some issues with protected mode VBE interface implementation by VGABios. So to launch Quake 1 under DOS better to switch to some other VideoBIOS (to VGA instead of SVGA, or to some other like Trident, or simply use WinQuake). 
_________________________________________________________


